Background: The neural bases of emotion are most often studied using short non-
INTRODUCTION
How we process emotion and how this interferes with other mental activities has long been a topic of intense research. To identify brain circuits important for emotion, brain imaging studies have looked at neural activity related to short stimuli designed to display and/or elicit particular, discrete emotions. In most everyday situations, however, our emotions are continuously fluctuating in relation to a continuously fluctuating environment. One way to study brain processing of emotion in a more naturalistic context is to use dance as stimulus. Indeed, dance by a combination of music and body movements conveys a variety of emotions that spectators can identify accurately and resonate with (e.g. 1;2). And actually, one of the main reasons for an audience to go and watch dance is to be moved as a result of exposure. Also, one important aspect of the dynamic nature of the emotions triggered by dance is that feelings build up and change in terms of their valence and arousal as a show unfolds (3). But not everyone responds identically to the same dance piece (4) .
In the present study we aimed to relate brain activity to the subjective emotional response elicited by passively watching a piece of dance. The stimulus we used was a duet choreographed specifically as part of an interdisciplinary research project (www.watchingdance.org) with the endeavour to include different moments evoking different degrees of kinaesthetic empathy, as well as positive and negative emotions.
We adopted a two-steps approach. Firstly, we used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to identify brain regions whose activity correlates with the spectators' subjective perception of emotion. We asked participants to continuously rate their positive or negative emotional response on a linear analogue scale, using a slider.
This procedure has the advantage over other standard methods such as Likert scales to maintain the stimulus uninterrupted. Thus it preserves the ecological value of the dance stimuli, while allowing us to relate ratings to specific moments in the dance.
Secondly, we aimed at investigating whether altering brain activity could modify how we react to dance. Common sense observations as well as numerous scientific studies show that an altered mood can change emotional response to external stimuli and associated neural activity for instance in the amygdala (5, 6) . Likewise change in background brain activity also modulates emotional responses (7) .
However these correlational studies do not allow us to identify brain regions crucially responsible for emotional judgements. In contrast, non-invasive brain stimulation allows researchers to manipulate transiently neuronal activity in restricted brain circuits. Thereby they offer a tool to establish causal links between brain activity and behaviour. Thus, we might expect that modulating brain activity in regions engaged during the perception of high emotion moments in the dance might change the emotional engagements.
Regions classically involved in emotion processing, however, are difficult to reach with non-invasive brain stimulation. Indeed they comprise subcortical regions as well as the amygdala and orbitofrontal and ventral prefrontal regions (8) . An alternative approach to considering those "affective" regions in isolation is to look at how they are linked to other brain networks such as those involved in cognitive control (fronto-parietal cortex and anterior cingulate; 9). Indeed cognitive control is altered under emotional context; while conversely cognitive activity can attenuate emotional processing. At the neural level, a range of studies evidence the intertwining between affective and cognitive brain circuits (review in 10). Using independent component analysis of meta-data coming from over 8000 published experiments, Laird and al (11) observed that several independent component networks emerged. Some of them were related to emotional processing with no link with reasoning functions, while other networks were related to cognitive or perceptual functions with no connectivity with emotion/interoception. This can be related to brain imaging data showing that when fronto-parietal cognitive control regions are active, affective regions are less active and vice-versa (12; 13).
Here, we were interested in identifying brain regions classically attributed to the affective or the cognitive brain networks that could be related to emotional effects of dance. With used fMRI to relate brain activity to the fluctuating subjective emotions while watching the dance piece. We then employed a perturbation approach targeting with transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) nodes identified in the fMRI study. We hypothesised that TMS should modulate the dynamic evaluation of the dance stimuli. More specifically it could be expected that inhibiting regions correlated to the strength of emotional judgement could reduce the range of ratings, while inhibiting circuits negatively correlated should increase it.
METHODS

Stimuli
The stimulus material was a contemporary dance with strong physical body movements, selected for its variability in emotional valence and intensity. 
FMRI scanning
The 16 healthy participants (8 Females, mean age 23) were naïve to the purpose of the study and had no experience in dance. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Information and Mathematical Sciences, University of Glasgow and subjects gave written informed consent before starting. Scanning was performed on 3Teslas-Tim Trio scanner equipped with a 32-channels head coil using integrated parallel imaging techniques (IPAT factor: 2). We acquired whole-brain echo-planar functional images (echo-time 30 ms TR 2sec, 3x3x3mm3 voxels) while participants passively watched, through a mirror, the dance video back-projected to a screen behind the scanner. Subsequently a high-resolution structural image was acquired with a 3D ultrafast gradient-echo sequence (ADNI_MPRAGE 1 mm 3 resolution) for spatial localisation of brain activity.
Emotion rating
After the scanning session, subjects were taken to another room and the dance video was re-shown to them. This time an analogue scale was displayed on the right side of the video while the dance was played. Participants were instructed to use the mouse to move a cursor on a vertical line in order to indicate their emotional response to the dance performance continuously as it unfolded. The upper part of the scale indicated positive emotional feelings and the lower part negative. The ratings ranged from -250 to +250 but only the zero point was shown in the middle of the slider. Subjects were instructed to make their ratings as close as possible, in accordance with their experience during scanning. Data was sampled at 33Hz. We chose to use retrospective emotion rating rather than online rating to avoid contaminating emotion responding during the first viewing with a concurrent task of analysing and summarizing this response on a scale. Research in social science, arts audience or psychology indicates the advantage of this approach and the validity of the a posteriori rating as a proxy of the initial experience (14, 15) . For example Goldin and al (16) found that, when participants were asked to rate their emotional response to films twice, the correlation between the two time points was 0.95.
FMRI analysis and results
We performed two separate analyses. First to look at brain regions related to valence judgements we used the original data. Second to look at brain regions related to intensity judgement, i.e. high or low emotional engagement either positive or negative, we used the absolute values of the ratings. In both cases the time-series were normalized into Zscore and resampled to 2-seconds time-bins (using Matlab signal processing toolbox) to match the fMRI time-series, and then used individually as regressors in the analysis of brain imaging data. After standard preprocessing of the brain images (motion correction, spatial smoothing slow drift correction in Fsl software package) individual models were estimated in a voxelbased regression analysis where individual regressors were convolved with a gamma function (17) . Those parameter estimates maps were transformed into MNI space using FLIRT (18) and entered into a mixed-model second-level group analysis using FLAME stage 1 with automatic outlier detection (19) . Statistic maps were thresholded using clusters determined by Z>2.3 and a (corrected) cluster significance threshold of P=0.05 (20) . We looked at both positive and negative correlations.
In the "valence" analysis, we observed no significant positive correlation. We observed significant negative correlation in bilateral occipito-temporal (MNI coordinates at maximum: x=49 y=-72 z=5, z=-5 Z= 4.78; x=-20 y=-100 z=-8 Z=4.68) and fusiform cortex (x=42 y=-66 z=-14 ;Z=4.14). In the "intensity" analysis (absolute value of rating used as predictors), we observed positive correlation in visual cortex only (x=14 y =-96 z= 8; Z=4.12; x=-10 y =-96 z= 8; Z=3.76). Negative correlation was observed in occipito-temporal and fusiform cortex (x=-30 y =-58 z= -16; Z=3.78; x=40 y=-66 z=-14 Z=3.62); as well as in the right parietal cortex (max x=26 y=-56 z=42 Z= 3.05; See Figure 1B ). Utilizing a threshold of p<0.001 uncorrected, without cluster threshold, additionally revealed a peak in the left parietal cortex and in the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (x=28 y=10 z=58) and a bilateral precentral region probably corresponding to frontal eye fields.
Analysis of the parietal peak
The significant negative correlation between subjective affective ratings and activity in the posterior parietal cortex is reminiscent of reports of decreased activity in "cognitive-control" regions during emotional perception (see introduction, 12; 21).
We thus characterized this region further using meta-analytical tools. We searched the Brain Map database (22) for experiments reporting activation in a 1000 mm region around the peak (x=26 y=-56 z=42). This database archives a large number of brain-imaging results in the form of 3D standard coordinates alongside metadata such as subjects, tasks, experimental parameters. It contains over 10000 experiments classified into 83 paradigm-classes regrouped into five domains:
Cognition, Emotion, Action, Perception, Interoception (see http://brainmap.org/scribe/index.html) . Our search revealed 259 experiments: the majority of them (64 %) belonged to the Cognition domain, 15% to Action, 28 % to Perception and 2 % to the Emotion domain. The most represented task was the nback task, a paradigm that assesses working memory and accounted for 24 experiments (see Figure 1C ). Thus this confirms that this region, which is more active when the subjects feel neutral emotionally than when they feel engaged positively or negatively, belongs to the "cognitive" brain network and not the "affective" one.
[PLEASE INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE]
TMS experiment
Eighteen different healthy participants (8 Female, average age 28.7 +/-10 SD) took part in this experiment. All reported having no experience in practicing dance and watched dance only in rare occasions. Each participated in two TMS sessions, one for parietal TMS and one for a control TMS (vertex stimulation), with the order counterbalanced across participants. Both sessions took place on the same day separated by at least 40 minutes. First we identified the targets for TMS using frameless stereotaxy (Brainsight, Rogue Research inc). The standard coordinates identified in the fMRI experiment (x=26 y=-56 z=42) were converted into each individual's MRI native space using FLIRT. Then we applied TMS for 15 minutes at 60% of maximum stimulator output, while continuously monitoring coil position and eventually adjusting it. Stimulation was delivered by a Magstim rapid-2 stimulator (Dyfed, Wales) through a 7-cm diameter figure-of-eight coil. Participants wore commercial earplugs to protect their hearing.
After the stimulation, subjects moved to a nearby desk and completed the judgement task in the same way as described for the fMRI experiment. First they practiced for one minute on an unrelated dance video. This practice ensured that they understood the task. Also experiments in motor cortex have shown that sometimes effects of stimulation are stronger a few minutes after the end of the TMS session (e.g 23).
Immediately after, they filled a short questionnaire asking to rate, on 5-points Likert scales, their present emotional states and to which extent it was related to the dance movements or to the music. In addition we asked them to explain briefly what they had judged the most positive and the most negative and why.
Analyis of TMS session data.
We employed methods commonly used to analyse continuous ratings (15).
(i) Analysis of the entire rating.
We computed the mean and standard deviations of the individual time-series and compared those for the control and the parietal TMS conditions. Increase in mean would reveal globally more positive judgement. Increase in variance would indicate that an individual tend to use more extreme points of the scale, while a decrease in variance will indicate more constant emotion. To assess changes absolute intensity we repeated the same analysis on rectified time series.
In addition we computed the "Emotional Bandwith" , an entropy measure derived from information theory which quantifies the informational complexity of ratings. It is equivalent to measuring the number of levels effectively utilized on the rating scale. Increase in entropy would reveal globally higher emotional response. As described in Lottridge and Chignell (24), we divided the entire rating scale (-250 250) into 50 bins of 10 points. For each of this bin we computed the proportion rating points falling into this bin and multiplied it by its neperian logarithm. We ran a separate analysis of variance for each of these measures (mean, variance and emotional bandwith) to compare their values in the two TMS conditions (repeated factor). To take into account the effect of exposure we also added a between-subject factor to compare the TMS effect in the group of participants who received parietal TMS first with those who had control TMS first.
Time-wise analysis
Finally, to test whether TMS had an effect at any specific moment of the dance, we adapted analyses used in event-related electroencephalography (26) . First, to smooth the data and limit computation, we resampled data into 722 time-points (using Matlab resample function with decimation by factor 10). Then, at each time-point, we calculated the difference between judgement in the control condition and judgement in the parietal-TMS condition in each participant and then we computed a paired t-test across the eighteen participants. To assess at which time points the tvalue was significantly different from 0, we built a distribution of t-statistics by randomly permuting the sign of the t-values (under the null hypothesis the values obtained for each subject are interchangeable and thus the sign of the difference is also changeable). For each permutation we extracted the maximal t-value (Tmax) across the time-series. We built a distribution of Tmax for 10000 permutations. To conduct two-tail tests while controlling for multiple comparisons we determined the t-values that cut the Tmax distribution at 0.025 on each tail and compared each of the 722 values of the original t-test to these values to determine significance at p<0.05. In addition we repeated the procedure to compare the groups of participants who had parietal TMS in the first or second session and assessed whether the effects qualified as significant were higher than those due to multiple exposures.
Results:
Data from two participants had to be excluded due to technical errors during ratingdata recording. Rating data in the TMS experiment are thus reported for sixteen participants (8 females).
Ratings.
As can be seen on figures 1 and 2A, the ratings obtained in the group of participants in the fMRI experiment and those obtained in the group of TMS participants were alike. Despite some interindividual variability, a general pattern emerged with globally the first half being linked to negative emotion and the second half to positive emotion, with higher ratings on the positive side of the scale. In the average and in most individual participants, clear transitions could be observed at the moment of the changes in music.
Effect of TMS on global measures:
We observed no effect of TMS condition on the global average or variance of raw data, nor global average of absolute data, nor emotional bandwith (paired t-tests all p>0.3). There was also no effect of order of viewing nor interaction between TMS condition and order.
Time-specific analysis:
This is displayed on Figure2. We identified only one segment for which the emotional judgement significantly differed after parietal compared to control TMS, independently of stimulation order: the positive judgement occurring in the last third of the dance-video was rated as eliciting more positive emotion after parietal TMS. It is in this part of the dance-video that the music changes to classical music.
Questionnaires analysis
We observed no difference between the mood ratings between the two sessions 
DISCUSSION
Using fMRI we identified a region in the right posterior parietal cortex whose activity was negatively correlated with the dynamic emotional reactions of participants while they watched a dance video. Our main finding is that modulating this brain region artificially, by means of offline non-invasive brain stimulation, changed the subjective emotion rating for specific moments in the dance. We discuss this result in relation to the role of the parietal cortex in the interaction between perception, cognition and emotion. We also discuss more generally the advantages of using are in line with the competition model outlined above, which suggests that a disruption of this parietal region involved in cognitive control, will "free" resources for emotional processing. In other words, inhibiting the parieto-frontal executive control system could reduce the more cognitive processing of the dance watched (such as expectancies, judgement of the quality of movement, action observation mechanisms) and thereby exacerbate more automatic emotional evaluation. This in turn could explain the higher ratings we observed after parietal rTMS.
Our data, however, don't show a general effect on emotion during watching dance:
the mean ratings over the entire performance were similar across the two TMS conditions, as was the number of periods rated as eliciting positive or negative emotion or the range of emotional rating used. This was further corroborated by the questionnaire data, which did not reveal any significant different affective judgement between parietal and control TMS. Thus unlike rTMS of dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex, rTMS of the right posterior parietal cortex doesn't seem to influence general affect or mood.
In contrast we observed an effect specific to the aspects of dance that were rated as triggering the highest (positive) feeling: following parietal rTMS, they were rated as Emotion, art and the brain: non-invasive brain stimulation and neuroaesthetic.
Our study further demonstrates that neuroscience methods can be applied to dance study and therefore adds to the corpus of neuro-aesthetic research, which explores the relationships between art and the brain (41) . A previous study has shown that aesthetic preference for dance postures could be diminished after rTMS of bodysensitive extrastriate cortex and enhanced after rTMS of the ventral premotor cortex, a region involved in action perception and execution (42) . Also the focus is slightly 
Conclusion
In conclusion, our data show that rTMS applied over the right posterior parietal cortex enhance positive judgement of the dance segments that elicit the most positive emotions, without changing the general mood of participants. Perhaps positive valence stimuli are perceived as more intense when we don't think about them. Further studies are ongoing to explore the roles of cognitive processes and emotional processes in watching dance. Ultimately this has implications for understanding emotion regulation as well as emotional reaction to art. 
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